Functional genetic discovery of enzymes using full-scan mass spectrometry metabolomics 1.
Our understanding of metabolic networks is incomplete, and new enzymatic activities await discovery in well-studied organisms. Mass spectrometric measurement of cellular metabolites reveals compounds inside cells that are unexplained by current maps of metabolic reactions, and existing computational models are unable to account for all activities observed within cells. Additional large-scale genetic and biochemical approaches are required to elucidate metabolic gene function. We have used full-scan mass spectrometry metabolomics of polar small molecules to examine deletion mutants of candidate enzymes in the model yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. We report the identification of 25 genes whose deletion results in focal metabolic changes consistent with loss of enzymatic activity and describe the informatic approaches used to enrich for candidate enzymes from uncharacterized open reading frames. Triumphs and pitfalls of metabolic phenotyping screens are discussed, including estimates of the frequency of uncharacterized eukaryotic genes that affect metabolism and key issues to consider when searching for new enzymatic functions in other organisms.